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R&D on Experimental Technologies
EP department is launching an R&D programme on new Detector Technologies.
This initiative, which spans a 5-years period from 2020 onwards (with a possible 
extension by another 5 years), covers detector hardware, electronics and software for 
new experiments and detector upgrades beyond LHC phase II.
Working groups are formed for the key themes. They are studying the state of the art, 
limitations and main challenges in the various domains and define an ambitious and 
focused work programme with milestones, deliverables and resource estimates.
Interested colleagues - no matter if engineer or physicist, staff or user, at CERN or 
elsewhere - are invited to contribute to the definition of the R&D programme. Please 
inscribe to a mailing list below. There is also a general email list for those, who just want 
to be informed about progress and events: EP-RDET-General.
Please mark in your agenda the upcoming Workshop 1 where the intermediate status 
will be presented: 16 March 2018. Register on the indico site.
A second workshop will take place in the autumn of this year, with the aim of preparing 
a report summarizing the proposed R&D programme before the end of the year.

https://ep-dep.web.cern.ch/rd-experimental-technologies

We will skip this ( see previous contribution from Christian)

https://e-groups.cern.ch/e-groups/EgroupsSubscription.do?egroupName=EP-RDET-General
https://indico.cern.ch/event/696066/
https://ep-dep.web.cern.ch/rd-experimental-technologies
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WG2 - our scope 

• review state-of-the-art gaseous detectors, including limitations and main challenges;

• define the R&D strategy for gaseous detectors for future experiments (future colliders, 
fixed target experiments, future LHC experiment upgrades; new (unconventional) ideas 
are welcome!);

• identify key technologies (with CERN experience);

Later…

• define a roadmap with milestones and prototypes to be developed;

• define funding requirements;



WG2 – our “deliverable”

• review state-of-the-art gaseous detectors, including limitations and main challenges;

• define the R&D strategy for gaseous detectors for future experiments (future colliders, 
fixed target experiments, future LHC experiment upgrades; new (unconventional) ideas 
are welcome!);

• identify key technologies (with CERN experience); 

• define a roadmap with milestones and prototypes to be developed;

• define funding requirements;

• prepare a proposal for the organisation of gaseous detector R&D within EP.

The proposal should then result in a programme on gaseous detector R&D in the EP 
Department for the period 2020 - 2025 (and maybe 2025-2030).



Proposal enters European Strategy
• First "European Strategy for Particle Physics" in 2006, Strategy Update May 2013. 

• 2013 on R&D: The success of particle physics experiments, …, relies on innovative instrumentation, state-of-the-art infrastructures and large-scale 
data-intensive computing. Detector R&D programs should be supported strongly at CERN, national institutes, laboratories and universities. Infrastructure 
and engineering capabilities for the R&D program and construction of large detectors, as well as infrastructures for data analysis, …

• Strategy update approval by Council (date fixed, May 2020)

• The strategy update is drafted by the European Strategy Group (ESG)

• The drafting is based on input from the community – collaborations, projects, national institutes, national roadmaps, 

individuals

• The input is collected by the Physics Preparatory Group (PPG)

• The PPG organizes the Open Symposium to discuss the proposals

• The PPG summarizes the input, the discussions and their conclusions in a Briefing Book

• The Briefing Book constitutes the input for the ESG for drafting the update

• The drafting of the strategy update takes place during a dedicated Drafting Session (the conclave of the EPPSU process)



Days Meeting Main Goals Room

09/02 Preparatory Meeting • First inputs 60-6-015 - Room Georges 
Charpak (Room F)

26/02 1st WG2 meeting • Inputs from community 222-R-001 

15/03 (?) The “day before” meeting Review of the contribution for the EP-RDET 
workshop 1

513-1-024
(8:30-15:30)

16/03 EP-RD-ET Workshop 1

Early Autumn EP-RD-ET Workshop 2 • Detailed Draft and Plans

November • Document Release

Suggestion:  3-5 days WG2 workshop in April/May:
Giving sufficient time to properly cover all the relevant aspects
as topic list, overview on CERN facilities (irradiation & beam), overview on 
activities/infrastructure of other laboratories/universities

Not by accident…

WG2: proposed schedule

now



Topics covered by the WG:
• Motivation, Detector Requirements & Physics Challenges;

• Gaseous Detector Technologies
• MPGD
• RPC
• Others 

• Detector Simulation and Modelling 

• Gas System R&D 

• Gaseous Detector Electronics 

• Workshops, Infrastructures and Engineering 

• New technologies and New materials

Topics based on 
RD51 working 
groups structure

WG2 – Topics



Process started:
first meeting (9.2.2018)  with invited experts to find out
• what R&D is done at CERN;
• what infrastructure/expertise is available;

Experts invited
Ties Behnke (Motivation, Detector Requirements & Physics Challenges)
Leszek Ropelewski (MPGD)
Roberto Cardarelli (RPC)
Rinaldo Santonico (RPC)
Anatoli Romaniouk (Other Technologies)
Heinrich Schindler (Detector Simulation and Modelling)
Rob Veenhof (Detector Simulation and Modelling)
Roberto Guida (Gas System R&D)
Jan Kaplon (Gaseous Detector Electronics)
Paul Aspell (Gaseous Detector Electronics)
Rui de Oliveira (Micro Pattern Technology workshop)
Thomas Schneider (Thin Film and Glass laboratory)
Andrea Catinaccio (Engineering)

WG2 – Preparatory Meeting (9th Feb.)



First meeting, 9th February: 
Brief Summary

• Gas detector R&D: discussion on “how rather than what TM”;

• Development and support of electronics and simulation crucial;

• Infrastructure to test new gases / new gas systems crucial;

• Infrastructure to apply new technologies / new techniques vital;
• Offers exciting possibilities for R&D;

• synergies to other EP R&D WG (detectors, mechanics, software, 
electronics…) but also with other departments (to be explored).



26th February Meeting (next Monday)

The meeting is meant to:

• Outline R&D projects (current or future).

• Identify key technologies.

• Recognize common needs.

• Overview existing infrastructures and facilities of other Laboratories and Universities.

We kindly ask the people that want to give a contribution to cover as many points as they 
can of the list above. In order to make your contribution effective, please be conscious 
that this process is not a funding opportunity to support R&D in your own institute. What 
CERN EP asked us is to define a possible R&D program (5 years) that will be carried on in 
EP at CERN but in close collaboration with you.

Input will be used for the contribution of WG2 to the 1st EP-RD-ET Workshop



• Expertise (people and know-how) and R&D facilities
(important for our own R&D at CERN and for attracting R&D
activities from outside) should have a key role in our
proposal.

• Our proposal should look for synergies with other R&D
activities in EP and more generally at CERN.

• Ongoing CERN R&D will NOT be replaced NOR resources will
be taken away by this initiative. On the contrary: awareness
of the importance of R&D will be strengthened

In our view… 



WG2 Soundtrack: Jumpin' Jack Flash

But it's all right. I'm Jumpin' Jack Flash
It's a gas, gas, gas

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJ9D0UHP7x4
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backup



From Kick-Off Meeting… about gaseous detectors

• Current R&D in LHC experiments
• ALICE

• LHCb

• ATLAS

• CMS

• The main challenges beyond HL-LHC
• Hadron machine

• Lepton machine



Current R&D in LHC experiments
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The main challenges beyond HL-
LHC



The main challenges beyond HL-
LHC



Mandate for Working Group (Co-)convenor(s)

• The WG is formed by the convenors inviting specific persons (typically experts in a given 
domain) to  contribute to the WG and by interested people joining the WG on their own 
initiative.

• The convenors shall make sure that the WG covers all relevant expertise. Any person can 
contribute to the WG. There is no restriction on their prof. status (staff, user, …).

• The WG composition shall reflect the landscape of technologies and experimental options. 
If required, the WG shall be organised in sub-groups.

• The convenors shall set up a work plan for the period until workshop 1 (WS 1, date 16 
March 2018).

• The convenors shall organise meetings to discuss the scope of the WG, limitations, 
upcoming challenges, R&D lines, … If considered useful, a WG meeting can be held on the 
day before WS 1.

• The convenors shall prepare a group session in WS 1 (approximately 45 minutes will be 
available for each WG).

• For WS 2 (in autumn 2018), the convenors shall prepare a draft chapter of the R&D report, 
incl. concrete R&D lines, milestones, deliverables, resource estimates (approximately 10-20 
pages per WG). They can invite members of the WG to contribute to the editing process.


